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ABSTRACT The outer hair cell of the mammalian cochlea has a unique motility directly dependent on the membrane
potential. Examination of the force generated by the cell is an important step in clarifying the detailed mechanism as well as
the biological importance of this motility. We performed a series of experiments to measure force in which an elastic probe
was attached to the cell near the cuticular plate and the cell was driven with voltage pulses delivered from a patch pipette
under whole-cell voltage clamp. The axial stiffness was also determined with the same cell by stretching it with the patch
pipette. The isometric force generated by the cell is around 0.1 nN/mV, somewhat smaller than 0.15 nN/mV, predicted by an
area motor model based on mechanical isotropy, but larger than in earlier reports in which the membrane potential was not
controlled. The axial stiffness obtained, however, was, on average, 510 nN per unit strain, about half of the value expected
from the mechanical isotropy of the membrane. We extended the area motor theory incorporating mechanical orthotropy to
accommodate the axial stiffness determined. The force expected from the orthotropic model was within experimental
uncertainties.
INTRODUCTION
The outer hair cell (OHC) is one of the mechanosensory
cells in the cochlea. In addition to the sensory function, it
has a motility that follows the membrane potential very
closely (Brownell et al., 1985; Ashmore, 1987; Santos-
Sacchi and Dilger, 1988; Iwasa and Kachar, 1989; Dallos et
al., 1991). This motility, which is sometimes referred to as
the electromotility, is unique in that it is neither dependent
on chemical energy such as ATP (Kachar et al., 1986;
Holley and Ashmore, 1988b) nor sensitive to Ca2+ (Iwasa et
al., 1995). In association with the Deiters' cell, the OHC
links the basilar membrane and the reticular lamina. Be-
cause of this location, this cell is capable of changing the
separation of these two structures and thereby modifying
their vibrations in response to acoustic stimulation. Indeed,
application of oscillating voltage waveforms across the co-
chlear partitions induces vibrations of the inner ear through
the OHC (Xue et al., 1993; Mammano and Ashmore, 1993).
These observations illuminate underlying mechanisms in-
volving the OHC in fine tuning and for the wide dynamic
range of the mammalian ear (Mountain, 1980; Lieberman
and Dodds, 1984; de Boer, 1991). To perform this function,
the force generated by the OHC is expected to be critically
important. In this report an elastic probe was used to deter-
mine the force generated by the OHC under voltage clamp.
Earlier reports on direct measurements of the motile force
were performed in configurations in which a glass electrode,
either a smaller suction electrode or a larger microchamber
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electrode, held the cell at the basal end and a probe applied
force to the cuticular plate in the direction of compressing
the cell (Hallworth, 1995; Hemmert et al., 1997). In this
configuration, voltage pulses were applied across the part of
the external surface of the membrane in contact with an
electrode. Thus the amplitude of the voltage pulses applied
across the cell membrane should depend on the ratio of the
electrical impedance of the membrane area in contact with
the electrode to the impedance of the rest of the membrane.
Thus this quantity could only be estimated. In addition, in
these experiments the membrane potential was not con-
trolled, i.e. the effect of possible DC shifts, for example,
cannot easily be isolated. In our experiment, we use a patch
pipette in the whole-cell recording configuration to control
the membrane potential. Thus the membrane potential and
the pulse amplitudes are imposed rather than estimated.
Measuring the force produced is not only important for
understanding the biological role of the OHC in the cochlea;
it also provides us with an important test for examining
models for the force generation mechanism in the cell. The
OHC has an unusual membrane capacitance that is depen-
dent on the membrane potential (Ashmore, 1990; Santos-
Sacchi, 1991; Iwasa, 1993). This capacitance is also depen-
dent on membrane tension (Iwasa, 1993; Gale and
Ashmore, 1995; Kakehata and Santos-Sacchi, 1995). Based
on these observations, it has been shown that this motility is
driven by a membrane motor based on a direct electrome-
chanical coupling (Iwasa, 1993, 1994). The membrane mo-
tor has at least two states, and transitions between the states
are characterized by a charge transfer across the membrane
and mechanical displacement of the motor. The unit of the
charge transferred is -0.8e (e is the electronic charge), and
the difference in the membrane area of the motor is -3-4
nm2. By combining the two-state model for the membrane
motor and isotropic membrane elasticity determined by a
stress-strain relationship during pressure application (Iwasa
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and Chadwick, 1992), it was possible to describe the mo-
tility of the OHC and predict the force produced under
isometric conditions (Iwasa, 1994). By directly measuring
the force produced by the cell, this model can be tested.
The isometric force obtained in the present experiment is
-30% less than the value predicted by the previous theory
(Iwasa, 1994). The axial stiffness determined in our exper-
iment is, however, about half the value expected from the
previous estimate based on a stress-strain relationship dur-
ing pressure application and a mechanical isotropy. For this
reason, we reformulated the previous treatment, introducing
mechanical orthotropy (Tolomeo and Steele, 1995). We
found that the incorporation of orthotropy into the area
motor model gives improved predictions of the force pro-
duced by the OHC.
METHODS
Cell preparation
Bullas were obtained from guinea pigs. The organ of Corti was dissociated
from opened cochleas by teasing with a fine needle under a dissection
microscope. The strips of organ of Corti thus obtained were tritulated three
times gently with a plastic pipette and placed in a chamber mounted on an
inverted microscope. Clusters of OHCs, preferably formed by two or three
cells, connected at their apical end were chosen for experiments.
Probe
Glass capillaries (1.5 mm O.D.) were pulled with a BB.CH.PC puller
(Mechanex, Switzerland) to form fine fibers near the tip. These glass
capillaries were used as probes after their bending stiffness at the tip was
calibrated. The calibration procedure involves bending a probe near the tip
by a glass fiber with known stiffness under a microscope. As the primary
standard, a relatively long and thick glass fiber was pulled by hand and cut
to make a piece 5 cm long. After fixing one end of the thick fiber to a glass
capillary with epoxy glue, its bending stiffness at the other end was
determined by measuring the displacement under a microscope while a
number of thin short platinum wires with known mass (between 0.1 mg and
1 mg) were hung near the tip. To facilitate calibrating the probes used for
the experiments, a secondary standard with smaller diameter was used.
This procedure was similar to the method described by Kojima et al.
(1994). The fiber probes used had stiffness values between 2.5 mN/m and
4.6 mN/m.
Patch clamping
Patch pipettes were fabricated by pulling glass capillaries (blue tip) with a
BB.CH.PC puller. Their resistance was between 2 and 3 Mfl when filled
with an intracellular medium. The internal medium contained 145 mM
KCI, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 0.555 mM CaCl2, and 10 mM HEPES.
The external medium contained 135 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCI, 2 mM MgCl2,
1.5 mM CaCl2, 5 mM glucose, and 10 mM HEPES. The pH of both media
was adjusted to 7.4. A patch amplifier (EPC-7; List Electronic, Darmstadt,
Germany) was used for whole-cell voltage clamp experiments. A train of
voltage pulses was generated with an ITC-16 interface (Instrutech, Great
Neck, NY) on a computer using the Synapse program (Synergistic Re-
search, Silver Spring, MD).
Determination of stiffness
A fiber probe was placed at an extension of the cuticular plate connecting
two or three outer hair cells. The cuticular plates of these cells were
connected with the phalanx, the rigid apical part of the phalangeal process,
of the Deiters' cells. The probe must be placed slightly basal to the
connecting structure so that the cell can be pulled (Fig. 1). No part of the
outer hair cell was pushed down by the probe. A tight seal was then formed
with a patch pipette on one of the cells at the lateral wall near the basal end,
but more apical than the nucleus. The system was brought to whole-cell
configuration by applying a train of brief pulses across the electrodes
(zapping). External tension was applied to the cell by stretching it with the
patch pipette while holding the other end with the fiber probe (Fig. 1).
To mark fixed positions on the cell membrane, polyacrolein micro-
spheres 1 ,gm in diameter (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) were introduced
to the external bath in a manner described by Zajic and Schacht (1991).
Briefly, 5 ,ul of microspheres was prediluted into 1 ml of the bath medium,
and then 40 ,.l of the suspension was added to the chamber containing the
200 ,ul bath medium. Microspheres attached to the surface of the cell were
used for determining the axial strain of the cell.
Images of the cell with the fiber probe were stored with a video recorder
and digitized off-line with an image grabber card (Scion, Frederick, MD)
using a computer program (NIH Image, W. Rasband, NIMH). The accu-
racy in determining the position of the probe and the axial strain of the cell
was enhanced by fitting the light intensity peaks that corresponded to the
probe, microspheres, and cell edges with a parabola. The number of points
used for the fit was usually five. The process was automated by developing
a macro for the NIH Image program.
Movement under an elastic load
In the same configuration as was used for determining the axial stiffness,
voltage pulses were delivered to the cell from the patch electrode. To
ensure that the OHC is kept under tension, the holding membrane potential
was usually set at -80 mV or at a slightly more negative value (See
Results). Voltage pulses applied were between 100 ms and 1 s in duration,
to be compatible with the video rate. The microscope imnages of the cell and
the probe were stored with a video recorder and analyzed off-line in a
manner similar to the stiffness determination described above.
lass fiber probe atch pipette
FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram showing the experimental configuration
using a fiber probe and a patch pipette for observing the force production.
The axes of both patch pipette and the fiber probe are directed downward,
making about a 45° angle with the bottom plane of the chamber. The patch
pipette is brought into the whole-cell recording configuration. The fiber
probe is in contact with the cell at a part of the cuticular plate connecting
two cells. To minimize the effect of static friction between the cells and the
bottom of the chamber, clusters of the cells that consist of only two or three
outer hair cells were selected for the experiment.
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RESULTS
Axial stiffness of the cell
Cells were held with the fiber probe at one end and pulled
with the patch electrode. The elongation of the cell was not
adequately represented by the distance between the fiber
probe and the patch pipette. That was because the patch
pipette tended to slip on the cell membrane. This slippage
was particularly pronounced when the pipette had a tight
seal with the cell. This sliding took place while a tight seal
was maintained. The cells could be appreciably elongated
(more than 10%) only when the pipette did not form a tight
seal. (This observation appears to suggest that a tight seal is
formed only when the membrane is pulled away from
underlying cytoskeleton.) For this reason, the elongation of
the cell was determined by measuring the distance between
the cuticular plate and a microsphere attached to the lateral
membrane. Instead of a microsphere, an identifiable struc-
ture, usually a mitochondrion, near the lateral wall could
also be used. The choice between these two markers did not
make a significant difference in evaluating the axial strain.
The axial stiffness of the cell was characterized by the
ratio of axial force Fz, which was determined by the bending
of the fiber probe, to the axial strain Ez of the cell (Fig. 2).
We used the ratio FI/e,, which we refer to as the "axial
stiffness," for describing the axial elasticity of the cell. The
data points in the plot were taken at I-s intervals. In some
experiments the sampling interval was 0.2 s. The mean
0.05 0.1
cell displacement (grm)
FIGURE 2 Probe bending plotted against cell displacement to determine
the stiffness of the cell. The patch pipette was moved away from the probe
to apply tension to the OHC. The force applied to the cell was determined
from the bending of the fiber probe, which has a stiffness (kp) of 2.8 mN/m.
The length change of the cell was determined by using microspheres
attached to the cell surface. At zero displacement, the distance L was 44
,um. Two stretches of the same cell are plotted. The membrane potential
was -80 mV. A fit (solid line) gives AzW/Azr = 2.9 ± 0.2. The force
balance is represented by kpAzp = KIAvz,/L. This gives (357 + 25) nN for
the axial stiffness Kc of the cell.
value for the stiffness was 512 nN, and the standard devi-
ation was 103 nN (Table 1). The values given in the table
were taken at -80 mV holding potential. The values for the
stiffness ranged between 700 nN and 300 nN and did not
show a clear dependence on the cell length, which ranged
from 30 ,um to 85 ,um (Fig. 3).
Measuring the stiffness of the cell at a holding potential
far from the reversal potential was difficult. At a more
negative holding potential such as -90 mV, the cell tended
to shorten. At a more positive holding potential, the cells
became flattened and the probe tended to lose firm contact
with the cell. This observation seems to be associated with
cellular electrolyte gain or loss during voltage clamp. A
voltage clamp condition imposes a steady membrane cur-
rent if the holding potential is not exactly the same as the
reversal potential. The steady electric current at the junction
between the cell and the patch pipette must be equal to the
current through the rest of the membrane. However, the
membrane has a selectivity, whereas there is no selectivity
at the cell-pipette junction. Thus ionic flows at these two
places are different, resulting in a gain or loss of cellular
volume quantitatively consistent with the observation
(Iwasa, 1996).
Cell movement with an elastic load
The experimental configuration for measuring the axial
stiffness was also used for monitoring cell motion with an
elastic load. To maintain adequate contact between the cell
and the probe, the membrane potential was held around -80
mV. The patch pipette was used for both clamping the
membrane potential and holding the cell at its basal end.
Bending of the probe elicited by depolarizing voltage pulses
was measured. In Fig. 4 responses to long pulses (1-s
duration) are shown. In most cases the responses to square
pulses of this duration did not show a significant creep.
Reliable measurements of the displacement amplitude re-
quired a minimum pulse duration of 150 ms. The depen-
dence of the bending amplitude on the pulse amplitude is
shown in Fig. 5. Because the bending of the probe did not
show a significant deviation from a linear dependence on
the membrane potential in the interval between -80 mV
and +20 mV, we summarized the data using the mean slope
(Table 1). Pulses were not applied in the hyperpolarizing
direction because elongating forces could not be reliably
applied to the probe in our experimental configuration.
During pulses the patch pipette did not slide along the cell.
The force thus obtained from the bending of the probe is
dependent not only on the properties of the cell, but also on
the stiffness of the probe (Table 1). This is because a force
balance is established when the probe's elastic force is equal
to the motile force of the cell. Because the force produced
by the cell decreases as the cell deforms, and because a
more compliant probe requires a larger bending than a
stiffer probe does to produce a given force, the force at the
equilibrium is smaller when the probe is more compliant.
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TABLE 1 Probes used and values for cell stiffness, bending of the probe, and isometric force obtained
Probe stiffness Cell's axial Probe bending Force at the probe Isometric force
kp (mN/m) stiffness (nN) (nm/mV) (nN/mV) est. (nN/mV) n
2.5 501 + 132 6.16 + 2.65 0.015 + 0.007 0.091 +0.025 10
2.8 559 + 91 7.95 + 1.95 0.022 + 0.005 0.116 + 0.031 4
4.6 502 + 63 6.75 + 2.03 0.031 + 0.009 0.104 + 0.047 8
Total 512 + 103 0.100 + 0.035 22
The standard deviations are given after the mean values. The force at the probe is obtained with Azpkp, where Azp is probe bending and kp is probe stiffness.
It shows a correlation with the stiffness of the probe. The estimates for isometric force are obtained with the formula (kp + K/L)Azp, which is equivalent
to (Kp + Kc)ez. Here Kc is the axial stiffness of the cell and L represents the separation between the fiber probe and the patch pipette. The theoretical
justification of the formula is given in the Appendix (Eq. A7).
The force independent of the probe stiffness is obtained as
the isometric force, which is an extrapolation to infinite
probe stiffness. This extrapolation (Fig. 6) is approximately
obtained by multiplying the bending of the probe by the sum
of elastic coefficients for the probe and the cell (Table 1), as
described in the Appendix.
The isometric force elicited by voltage pulses showed
some correlation with the cell length (Fig. 7). The result
seems to indicate that longer cells tend to produce force
more effectively than shorter cells, although the correlation
is relatively low.
DISCUSSION
The axial stiffness of the cell
The axial stiffness (512 + 103 nN per unit strain) of the
OHC that we obtained in the present work is relatively
larger and more uniform compared with the values reported
by Hallworth (1995). His mean value is around 200 nN, and
his upper bound is around 750 nN. The values we obtained
lie between his mean value and upper bound. The values
obtained by Holley and Ashmore (1988a) are much smaller,
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FIGURE 3 The axial stiffness plotted against the cell length. The axial
stiffness is defined as the axial elastic force per unit axial strain.
method overestimates the stiffness, and we can suggest
possible reasons why our values are larger than previously
reported estimates.
The factor most likely to affect our measurement is
friction between the cell and the bottom of the chamber.
Because friction reduces the movement of the fiber probe,
this factor can only reduce our estimate for the stiffness.
Thus this factor cannot lead to overestimation of the stiffness.
The difference could be related to the experimental con-
figurations. Whereas the earlier reports are obtained from
compression experiments, the values we obtained are based
on elongation experiments. A possible reason that we ob-
tained values higher than previous reports is that a compres-
sion may result in a bending of the cell but an extension
does not. It is also possible that an elastic force due to
compression is more sensitive to the turgor pressure than an
elastic force for extension.
Another factor that may contribute to the difference is
dialysis of the cytoplasm during the whole-cell mode. Our
data were obtained within 1 min of forming the whole-cell

















FIGURE 4 Bending of an elastic probe by the OHC under voltage
clamp. The bending of the probe is plotted against time. The holding
membrane potential is -80 mV. Data points are taken every 62.5 ms. The
duration of the pulses is 1 s. The amplitude of the depolarizing pulses starts
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FIGURE 5 Bending of an elastic probe by the OHC under voltage
clamp. The bending Azp of the probe is plotted against the pulse amplitude
(filled circles). The bending (right ordinate label) of the probe is related to
the axial strain E, (left ordinate label) of the cell (E, = Az,/L). The holding
potential is -80 mV. The stiffness of the fiber probe is 2.8 mN/m, and the
axial stiffness of the cell is 695 nN. The solid line is based on the
theoretical model using parameter values given in the legend to Fig. 9,
except for the elastic moduli of the cell. A set (di, dr, c) = (54 mN/m, 64
mN/m, 48 mN/m) is consistent with the stress-strain relationship (er/P =
-6.9 X 10-5, EclP = 1.3 X 1o-4 Pa- ') for pressure application (Iwasa and
Chadwick, 1992) and gives the right axial stiffness (paresent experiment).
See the Appendix for details.
the cell stiffness. Because our values for the stiffness are
larger, this effect is unlikely to have contributed to the
difference.
The other factor that may explain a larger variability and
smaller values for the stiffness is mechanical inhomogeneity
of the cell. We found that the axial strain of the basal
membrane was severalfold larger than the lateral wall when
the cell was held at both ends. This inhomogeneity has the
effect of lowering the stiffness for the entire cell if the cell
is held at the synaptic end, as in some of the previous reports
(Hallworth, 1995). The lower stiffness at the synaptic end
does not appear to have a biological importance because the
cell is held near the nucleus by the Deiters' cup. For this
reason we held the cell with a patch pipette above the
nucleus.
Force generation by the OHC
The quantity we measured was the bending of the elastic
probes, which can depend on various factors, which include
probe stiffness, cell length, and cell stiffness, as we have
described earlier. These experimental data can be directly
compared with theoretical predictions (Fig. 5). However, it
is more convenient to extrapolate the force that would be
measured by a probe of infinite stiffness. The dependence
on various parameters disappears in this limit. For conve-
FIGURE 6 Isometric force plotted against the membrane potential. Iso-
metric force was obtained by Eq. A6, using the probe stiffness, the axial
stiffness, the distance between the probe and the patch pipette, and the
bending amplitude of the probe (filled circles). The data set is the same as
in Fig. 5. The less steep solid line represents the isometric force based on
the theoretical model with the same parameter values as in Fig. 5. The
slope is 0.12 nN/mV. The steeper solid line was obtained by using Eq. A7
(the "tension insensitive" approximation) on the theoretical values shown
in Fig. 5. The slope is 0.15 nN/mV. The difference between the two solid
lines indicates errors created by using Eq. 7.
nience, we call this condition the isometric limit and the
force obtained in this limit the isometric force.
To obtain the isometric force we can use a simple ap-
proximate formula. If we assume that the cell volume is kept
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FIGURE 7 The sensitivity of isometric force to voltage changes plotted
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of a simple one-dimensional spring with a displacement
motor (Fig. 8 B). The system can be described easily if the
displacement motor is not sensitive to an axial force. The
isometric force is given by (kp + k,l)Azp, where kp and k, are
stiffnesses of the probe and the cell, respectively, and Azp is
the displacement of the probe. In the Appendix we show
that it is a good approximation of the two-dimensional area
motor model (Iwasa, 1994, 1996, 1997). An example of
isometric force is shown in Fig. 6.
The formula can be tested directly by using fiber probes
that differ in stiffness. The formula is correct if agreement
is obtained between the estimates for the isometric force
based on data obtained with probes with different stiffness
values. Indeed, the sensitivity of the isometric force to the
membrane potential is independent of the stiffness of the
probes used, and it is around 0.1 nN/mV (Table 1).
A previous report by Hallworth (1995) is more variable.
His mean value is 20 pN/mV and his highest value is 70
pN/mV. Thus the value obtained in our experiment is close
to the upper end of his range. A report by Hemmert et al.
(1997) appears to give values somewhat larger than Hall-
worth's. There are two important differences between the
present experiment and earlier ones. One of them is that our
experiment is performed under voltage clamp. That is, un-
like earlier reports, the pulse amplitudes in our experiment
are known and not estimated. In addition, in our experiment
there is no effect of DC voltage shift by stimulation, unlike
earlier experiments. The other difference is that we have
measured the shortening force, whereas the elongating force
was described in earlier reports. Here we do not have a
reason to believe our method gives an overestimate of the
force production. The friction between the chamber and cell
reduces the amplitude measured at the probe in our config-
FIGURE 8 (A) Schematic diagram representing confor-
mational changes of the membrane motor. The up-down
direction corresponds to the axial direction of the OHC. The
conformational transition changes the unit cell of the mem-
brane. This effect is expressed in terms of membrane strains
by e7 = e,' + nPia, and E, = Ec' + nPjac (see text). (B)
Schematic diagram of the system in which the OHC is
approximated by a series combination of a spring and a
displacement motor. The displacement Azp of the probe
spring gives rise to an elastic force kpAzp, which is equal to
kcAzs due to the elastic force of the spring in the cell. In this
system, the length relationship Azp + Azs + AZm = 0 should
hold, where AZm is motor displacement. Elimination of Az,
from these two equations yields (kp + kc)Azp kcAzm. An
isometric condition can be realized as the limit kp x .
Under this condition the displacement of the probe is null
and Azs =-AZm. The isometric force kcAzs in the isometric
condition is represented by
-kc,zm. If motor displacements
are determined by the membrane potential alone, the motor
displacement with an elastic load is the same as that under
the isometric condition. Thus the isometric force is ex-
pressed by (kp + kc)Azp, which is equivalent to the quantity
(Kp + K,)e- in the Appendix.
uration, leading to an underestimate of the force. In the
configuration reported previously, various factors, including
a bending of the cell, may lead to underestimates of the
force. If the cell is held at the very end of the synaptic side,
a lower stiffness of the cell in the synaptic region also
lowers the force production. These factors are similar to the
ones considered in the discussion on the determination of
the axial stiffness.
Comparison with theoretical models
Our experimental value of 0.1 nN/mV for isometric force
production is somewhat smaller than the value 0.15 nN/mV
predicted by the area motor model (Iwasa, 1994) based on
mechanical isotropy, in which elastic moduli were deter-
mined from the strain-stress relationship during pressure
application (Iwasa and Chadwick, 1992). The axial stiffness
predicted by that isotropic membrane model, however, is
1000 nN, larger than the value we obtained in this report by
a factor of 2. Although this factor is not very large, it
exceeds experimental uncertainties. To address this issue,
we incorporated mechanical orthotropy into the area motor
model (Appendix). In an orthotropic model the elastic mod-
ulus dz relating the axial stress and the axial strain is
different from the elastic modulus dc relating the circum-
ferential stress and the circumferential strain. For this rea-
son, the elastic coefficients are chosen to satisfy two rela-
tionships, the stress-strain relationship during pressure
application (previously measured) and the axial stiffness
determined in the present experiment. Details of the deter-
mination are given in the Appendix. The mean values are 43
mN/m for d, 61 mN/m for dc, and 42 mN/m for the
cross-modulus c.
unit cell of the membrane
,. ||- extended
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The basic assumptions for the previous isotropic model
were that 1) the shape of the cell can be approximated by a
cylinder, which is supported by the lateral membrane; 2) the
motor has two states that differ in charge and cross-sectional
area in the membrane; 3) the membrane is purely elastic,
and the elastic property of the motor is the same as that of
the rest of the membrane; 4) the mechanical strains are
expressed as a sum of motor strains and elastic strains; and
(5) there is mechanical isotropy of the lateral membrane.
These assumptions were intended to minimize the number
of parameters. Because we found that mechanical isotropy,
which requires the least number of parameters, is incorrect,
we use mechanical orthotropy, which requires one more
parameter than isotropy, together with the four other as-
sumptions (Appendix). In the previous paper (Iwasa, 1994),
assumptions 2) and 4) were illustrated by a picture in which
the motor floats in the plasma membrane. Although this
picture is the simplest to illustrate, it contradicts the obser-
vation that the measured stiffness of the membrane is less
than that of a lipid bilayer. In the present work, we found
that the membrane is more compliant in the axial direction,
a factor further incompatible with a lipid bilayer. For this
reason the motor unit must include cytoskeletal elements,
and the change in the motor area can be interpreted as the
effective area change in the cytoskeleton together with the
plasma membrane. This interpretation could be challenged
by the observation that the electromotility of the OHC in the
load-free condition persists, even after internal digestion of
the cell by trypsin (Kalinec et al., 1992; Huang and Santos-
Sacchi, 1994). This observation, however, may not contra-
dict the importance of cytoskeleton in force production. It is
likely that trypsin digestion of the cytoskeleton would make
the cell membrane flaccid and soft, so that not much force
is required to move the membrane after digestion.
The area motor model based on mechanical orthotropy
with the experimentally determined axial stiffness predicts
--0.10 nN/mV for force production (Fig. 9 A). This is about
the same as the average value 0.100 ± 0.035 nN/mV for
force production estimated from our experiment (Table 1).
However, this comparison is not quite accurate. The proce-
dure used for extrapolating the data obtained with the
probes used (with a stiffness between 2.5 and 4.6 mN/m) is
based on an approximate formula (Eq. A7 in the Appendix)
and may lead to some errors. Our simulation, based on the
membrane motor model, shows that this extrapolation leads
to estimates -20% larger than the true values of isometric
force (Figs. 6 and 9 A). Nonetheless, these errors are within
the experimental uncertainties, and thus the agreement be-
tween the theory and the experimental data remains reason-




















FIGURE 9 Behavior of the OHC under an elastic load as predicted by the area motor model. An orthotropic elasticity is assumed for the cell. Values
used: 0.8e for the unit moving charge q, 3.7 X 103/Am2 for the number density n of the membrane motor, 5 ,um for the radius r of the cell, 8 nm2 for the
area change a, of the motor in the axial direction during a transition from the compact state to the extended state, -1.5 nm2 for area change ac in the
circumferential direction during the transition. These values are similar to the previous paper (Iwasa, 1994). The volume strain evo of the reference state
is chosen to be 0.08, which corresponds to a turgor pressure of 0.47 kPa. The value 2.4 is chosen for the constant FJkT in the free energy difference to
adjust the voltage of the maximum slope. The values for the elastic moduli used are d, = 46 mN/m, dc = 68 mN/m, and c = 46 mN/m. This set is chosen
to give 500 nN for the axial stiffness of the cell and to satisfy the stress-strain relationship during pressure application (Iwasa and Chadwick, 1992). (A)
The quantity Ez(Kp + K) plotted against the membrane potential. The axial strain E, under various values of elastic load Kp is calculated, and then the
product EZ(Kp + Kc) is plotted against the membrane potential. Although changes are not large, with a stiffer probe the transition is sharper and the midpoint
potential shifts in the hyperpolarizing direction. The traces correspond to KK/KC = 0, 0.5, 2, 8, and infinity. Our experimental condition is close to KIKC =
0.5. The mean slope between -80 mV and 20 mV for this trace is 0.12 nN/mV. The mean slope for the interval for the true isometric condition is 0.10
nN/mV. This gives an error estimate of 20%. The difference in the slope from Fig. 6 is due to different values for the axial stiffness of the cell. (B) An
axial tension TX, (bottom traces) exerted by the fiber probe and the contribution rP12 of the intracellular pressure (top traces) plotted against the membrane
potential. These quantities undergo changes while the OHC with an elastic load is driven by voltage pulses. The conditions KPWKC = 0, 0.5, 2, 8, and infinity,
respectively, correspond, from the top trace to the bottom, to TXt and, from the bottom trace to the top, to rP.
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able parameter. Three elastic moduli are determined by the
pressure response of the cell (Iwasa and Chadwick, 1992) and
the measured axial stiffness. The number of the motor in the
cell, the charge transferred across the membrane, and area
change during conformational transitions of the motor must be
consistent with capacitance measurements (Iwasa, 1993). The
ratio of area changes in the two directions must satisfy the
saturating amplitude of -4% in the load-free condition. These
conditions do not leave any adjustable parameters.
There are, however, a number of differences between the
experimental configuration and the conditions assumed for
the calculation. Perhaps the most significant difference is
how the cell is held. In the experiment, the cell was held at
the cuticular plate with a fiber probe and at the lateral wall
somewhat above the nucleus with a patch pipette. In the
model calculation, external axial force is applied end to end.
This difference should result in reduced changes in the
internal pressure in our experiment compared with the the-
ory, because a part of the cell membrane is not subjected to
the externally applied constraint. Indeed, the weak correla-
tion between the efficiency of force production and cell
length (Fig. 7) could be an artifact due to this pressure
factor, because the fraction of the synaptic region, which is
not included in the model, is larger for shorter hair cells. For
this reason, our theoretical model is expected to provide a
better description of longer cells.
Despite these reservations, we could conclude that the
agreement between the theory and the experiment is rather
satisfactory. Our model is rather static, however. Some of
the assumptions, which appear to be adequate for a static
description, may need a reexamination for extending the
model to describe the behavior of the cell at the auditory
frequencies. For example, the assumption of homogenized
strain (i.e., assumption 4) may not be valid for describing
the behavior of the cell in this frequency range. It is possible
that the membrane motor undergoes very fast transitions,
but the "homogenization" of the strains in its vicinity may
require a certain relaxation time after the transition. This
effect might account for the increased force production
observed at higher frequencies (Hemmert et al., 1997).
We used a two-state model for the membrane motor in
this treatment. The validity of our argument is, however, not
limited to this particular model. The relative insensitivity of
the membrane area motor to an axial elastic load is equally
applicable to a multistate model as well as the two-state
model. Because a three-state model, for example, can pre-
dict a membrane potential dependence that is practically indis-
tinguishable from that of the two-state model we used (Iwasa,
1996), the three-state model is expected to agree with the
experimental data as well as the two-state model we used.
paradoxically, is not very sensitive to an externally applied axial tension
and provide a simpler description of the cell, assuming the membrane
motor is tension insensitive. We also give an estimate of errors due to the
"tension-insensitive" approximation.
The OHC is approximated by a cylinder of length L and radius r. We
also assume that the OHC is elastic. This assumption is expected to be
adequate for describing displacements of the cell for durations not exceed-
ing several seconds (Ehrenstein and Iwasa, 1996). Tension T, in the axial
direction and tension Tc in the circumferential direction due to elastic
strains E4' (axial direction) and Es' (circumferential direction) are balanced
by the force due to internal pressure p and an axial tension Txt due to a force
externally applied in the axial direction,
d,E + cE= T= 2rp + Txt (A)
CE + dcE' =Tc = rp
where d, is a diagonal element of the elastic tensor relating an axial stress
to an axial strain E4, dc is another diagonal element related to the strain Ec
in the circumferential direction, and c is the off-diagonal element. Equation
Al is based on a mechanical orthotropy that was first proposed for the
OHC by Tolomeo and Steele (1995). Isotropy is a special case of orthot-
ropy in which both diagonal components are equal, and these elastic
constants are represented by an area modulus K and a shear modulus ,.
Namely, dz = d-= K + Z and c = K -. As in a previous treatment
(Iwasa, 1994), we assume that the total strains e, and E, are represented by
sums of the elastic strains and motor strains, i.e.,
Ez= E + nP1az and E, = E' + nPia, (A2)
Here n is the (number) density of the motor in the lateral membrane, a, is
the axial component of the area change of the motor, and ac is the
circumferential component (Fig. 8 A). The probability that the motor is in




with the free energy difference of the motor in the two states:
AF = Fo + qV + (azT, + acTc)
(A3)
(A4)
where Fo is a constant, q the charge transferred between the two states, V
the membrane potential, kB the Boltzman constant, and T the temperature.
Eliminating the elastic strains with Eqs. Al and A2, membrane tensions
in the two directions are rewritten as
Tz = dzEz + CEc + fzP1, (A5)
Tc = CEz + dcEc +fcP.
Here the constants fz and f, are related to these elastic constants and the
area difference of the motor in the two states,
fz -n(dzaz + cac),
fc -n(caz + dcar).





Here the area motor model (Iwasa, 1994, 1996) for the electromotility of
the OHC is extended by incorporating mechanical orthotropy instead of
mechanical isotropy. In addition, we show that the membrane motor,
(A6)
if the load is connected in series. The minus sign appears because the
elongation of the cell is equal to the shortening of the elastic probe. If the
elastic force of the probe is kpAz for a displacement Az, the elastic constant
introduced is represented by Kp = kPLI(2irr), where r and L are, respec-
tively, the radius and the length of the cell. This assumes that the cell is
held at the ends.
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It is reasonable to assume that the volume of the cell is constant for
responses to changes in the membrane potential (Iwasa and Chadwick,
1992). A constant volume condition, Ez + 2Er = Evo, reduces the number
of variables, where Eo is the volume strain in the standard membrane
potential. With Eqs. Al and A5 and an elastic load (Eq. A6), the axial
strain is given in the form
(Kc +Kp)Ez = a + bP1, (A7)
where constants a, b, and Kc, which is the axial stiffness of the cell, are
given by
1 1 )1b =d- (2f-c-fd
Kc = d - c + dc.4
Here the probability PI of the extended state is dependent on the membrane
potential V as well as the stress, as Eqs. A3 and A4 show.
The load-free condition is equivalent to the limit Kp -- 0. Thus the load
free strain is formally represented by (a + bP1)/Kc. Likewise, isometric
tension is the value of KpEz in the limit of Kp --* o, and it is thus a + bPI.
These relationships give a simple description of the cell if the state PI of
the motor is solely determined by the membrane potential, namely if it is
not sensitive to membrane tension. The isometric tension can then be
obtained as (Kp + Kj)Ez. These relationships can also be derived for the
one-dimensional case by assuming that the cell consists of a spring and a
displacement motor connected in series (Fig. 8 A and the caption).
Before numerical examinations, we need to determine the parameters
used in the model. The axial stiffness, the mean experimental value of
which is 510 nN, is represented by 27rrKc, where the radius r is usually -5
,um. Although the motor could contribute to the axial stiffness, the effect
of the motor in the cellular response to an externally applied axial force is
not significant under voltage clamp, as shown below (in "tension insensi-
tive" approximation). Other conditions used to determine the elastic moduli
are strains during pressure application. It has been shown previously that
Ez/P =-6.9 x 10-5 and ErgP = 1.3 X 10-4Pa-' (Iwasa and Chadwick,
1992). Because the linear response to pressure application extends to
relatively large strains, where the effect of the motor is not significant, the
total strains can be approximated by the elastic strains to determine the
elastic moduli, as in the previous treatment (Iwasa, 1994). Thus Eq. Al
provides the conditions for the elastic moduli. From these conditions we
obtain the values of the elastic moduli. The average values are dz = 43
mN/m, d, = 61 mN/m, c = 42 mN/m. These values satisfy dzdc > c2, the
condition between the elastic moduli (Iwasa and Chadwick, unpulished).
Isotropy is a special case of orthotropy with one less parameter, i.e., d, =
dc = K + ,u and c = K -,, and the axial stiffness is represented by 27r
* (K + 9,u)/4. The previously determined values, K = 70 mN/m and ,u =
7 mN/m, lead to an axial stiffness of 1000 nN, which is inconsistent with
the measured value for the axial stiffness.
The determination of motor parameters has been discussed in the
previous papers (Iwasa, 1993, 1994), and we give here a brief description.
The membrane potential dependence of the membrane capacitance gives
the number of the motor in a cell and the gating charge. The number
density of the motor is -3.7 X 103/11m2, and the gating charge q is 0.8e
(Ashmore, 1990; Santos-Sacchi, 1991; Iwasa, 1993), where e is the elec-
tronic charge. The area change of the motor during conformational changes
is determined by changes in the membrane capacitance during pressure
application, and the estimate we used is -3.3 nm2, which theoretically is
2(2ac + az)/3 (Iwasa, 1993, 1994). Because changes in membrane tension
due to pressure application are determined primarily by the geometry of the
cell and pressure changes, this estimate is virtually unaffected, regardless
of whether we assume mechanical isotropy. The area change in the motor
is also consistent with the saturating amplitude of 4% in the load-free
condition (Ashmore, 1987; Santos-Sacchi and Dilger, 1988). These con-
ditions lead to approximate values a, = 8 nm2 and a, = - 1.5 nm2. The
free energy difference Fo between the two conformations is set so that the
midpoint of the transition is about -20 mV in the load-free condition, with
a resting turgor pressure of -0.5 kPa.
We attempted to determine whether the isometric tension is approxi-
mated by the quantity (Kp + Kc)EZ numerically. Although the theory
contains a number of parameters, these parameters are not adjustable, being
determined experimentally. Our numerical examination shows that for the
motor area displacements a, and ac, which are consistent with experimental
data, the isometric tension can be approximated by the quantity (Kp +
Kc)EZ. The inverse of the bending of the probe is proportional to the sum
Kp + KC of the two stiffnesses, and the voltage dependence of the quantity
(Kp + KJ)e, is relatively constant, although small voltage shifts do take
place (Fig. 9 A).
The insensitivity to tension might appear counterintuitive. The mem-
brane motor is sensitive to membrane tension caused by changes in the
internal pressure (Iwasa, 1993; Gale and Ashmore, 1995; Kakehata and
Santos-Sacchi, 1995). An externally applied tension could be more effec-
tive than pressure because the motor is sensitive to axial tension and
because applied pressure increases membrane tension more in the circum-
ferential direction than in the axial direction. The reason for this paradox
is partially that a tension directly applied to the cell by a fiber probe is
relatively small. For example, a 1-kPa internal pressure applied to the cell
produces -80 nN force in the axial direction. In comparison, the force
plotted in Fig. 9 a is up to 15 nN. In addition, an externally applied axial
tension reduces the internal pressure, which in turn reduces membrane
tension (Fig. 9 B). Because of these effects, the membrane motor is not
very sensitive to an external axial force if the values for a, and ac are in the
range consistent with experimental data.
If the axial area change a, of the motor increases out of this range, the
load free displacement increases but the isometric force decreases, as in the
isotropic case previously studied (Iwasa, 1994). Thus the motor becomes
sensitive to the axial tension, reducing the cellular force in the isometric
limit. Under this condition, the "tension-insensitive" approximation for the
motor breaks down.
The extrapolated isometric force predicted by the model with the given
set of parameters is 0.12 nN/mV for the conditions that match our average
experimental parameters. This extrapolation method is expected to give an
overestimate of the true isometric force by -20% (Fig. 9 A).
Ken Iwasa contributed to the development of the macro used for image
analysis. The authors thank Dr. David Mountain for his comments, which
were useful in developing the method. Comments by Drs. Gerald Ehren-
stein, Richard Chadwick, and David Ehrenstein are also appreciated.
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